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lVIARTYRDOM IN ISLAM:
Its Concept an Forms

t: O. Abbas

I. Inlrod uction
Man, according to the Qur'an, is created for the main purpose of

worshipping! the creator, Allah. This is so because sooner or later he would die
and graduate to anolher life where he will have to account for his deed while on
earth. It is the result of his life sojourn that will determine his abode in the
hereafter. Some of the required deeds that could qualify him for good living in
the hereafter are contained in the observance of the five pillars and other
obligations prescribed by Islam.

There are in addition to the above, some extra good deeds that could
qualify one for paradise. One of them is dying in the cause of Islam and whoever
happens to experience it is considered, a martyr. There are also some other
categories of deeds and death through which a Muslim could be ranked a
martyr.

It is these categories and ways through which a person can pursue the
subject plus lhe benefits derivable from being a ill rtyr that this paper sets out to
examine.

2. The Concept and forms of Martyrdom
According to an English dictionary-, a martyr is a person who, by his

death or suHerings proves the strength of his beliefs. This is a simple and concise
definition. But in this paper we shall attempt to look at it much closer, especially
when the Arabic word for "Martyr", Shahid. is brought to the fore.

In the Lisdn aI-JAmb of Ibn Manzur", Sluiltid is defined as "a witness",
"someone who has the knowledge of every thing," and "someone who is present
[at a place or all occasion]". "ul-Sltahid with the definite article "al-",meaning
"the" is one of the beautiful names of Allah as He sees and knows all things."

The particular definition of Sluihid, according to Ibn Manzur, that interests
us in this paper is: one who is killed in the cause of God". Its plural form is
Sl/IIlwdii' and the noun form is Slwhiidah.4 But in the Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam,
5 Shahid is defined to mean "a witness", primarily. It goes further to slate,
however, thai "the meaning martyr is not found tor Sluthid in the Qur' an. It is
only later com menta tors that have tried to find it in Siirai: IV: 69." It further
oxplains that the Qur' an always uses circumlocutions to express the conception
of 51mlIid to mean martyr as in Qur' an 3:156, Q. 3:166 etc.

Moreover, the Encyclopaedia maintains, "The development of meaning of
Shahin to martyr. .. look place under Christian ,influence."6 A. J. Wensinck is also
said to have stated that the development of "martyrdom" as a doctrine in
Christianity and Islam goes back to old oriental (lewish) and Hellenistic ideas.
Finally, he has asserted that the old meaning of Shaltid as "witness" was later to
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become "so forgotten in Islam that false etymologies are regularly given for it
(e.g. from' sa-n-d to look etc). 7

One would like to disagree wilh the aforementioned claims and assertions
from the Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam, allhough there may be some degree of fact
in them. And it is in the light of this that we would like to cast a look at the
derivation or use of the word Shnnid in the Qur'an and the Hadith.

One, on the claim that the word Shahid primarily means "a witness" and
that it is not found in the Qur' an with the meaning "martyr", and that it was later
commentators that have tried to find some interpretations for it, One may agree
with this to some extent based on the explanations of Ibn Manzur, Ibn Manzur
mentions that according to Abu Daud, al- Shahid means al-lzayy i.e. one that is
living with his Lord." It is reported that Abu Daud asked al-Nadar concerning
the Shahid and the latter replied that Sluiliid is a living person i.e. someone who is
wilh his Lord, living. .

Furthermore, Abu Mansur is said to have stated that al-Nadar was trying
to interpret the ayall (verse):

ul.,,-I UI Jr+.....v-i I~ &:! :WIu,' ....=bi 'lJ
u,.JJ..H ~.) ~ ,.~I ~

Think not of those who are slain in God' s way as dead. Nay,
they live, find ing their sustenance in the presence of their
Lord ... (Qur'an 3: 169)

to mean that it is like their souls were brought live to Dar al-Saliim (Paradise)
while the souls of others (non-martyrs) would be delayed till the Resurrection.
Day.9

In the same vein, Ibn Anbari is reported to have declared that a Shahid
("martyr") is socalled because Allah and His angels are witnesses to his gaining
direct entrance into the Paradise.'? And finally, one scholar is said to have noted
that they, 'martyrs,' are called Shuhadii because they will be among those that
would be witnesses together wilh Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W.) on the Day of
Resurrection over the past natio s of mankind, as in Qur'an 2:143 which says:

I~ ~ ~J-l1 ,tJ-S-I...J ~ ~ ,.I~ Ir-i."s:w~

... that you (believers) be witnesses over mankind and the
Messenger (Muhammad) be a witness over you.'!

A close examination of the above reports may be enough to corroborate
what is maintained in the Shorter Encyclopaedia of \Isla III that it was later
commentators that interpreted some verses to justify the use of the term, Slwllid
as well as its plural form, Shahad«, t061e~ 'martyr(s)'. .

Nonetheless, the assertion could be refuted considering the fact that the
words Shahid as well as virtually all its derivatives are used in both the Qur'an. .

and the Hadith carrying the meaning 'martyr'. In tile Qur'an, for instance, each
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of the words Slutltid and Shuliadii' appear in a number of places carrying the
specific meaning 'martyr(s)' (although in some cases they strictly denote
witness(es). For example, the word Shuhada' is used inQur'an 4: 69 thus:

U:,L'i.~ ..\.I.A.lIJ 6J.H.L\16-A r..•..~.L~ u......a....jl c:H l..Il ~ 4!l,.':iJIJ

~-J 4!l,.'JJI~J ~IJ ,.'~'J

And whose obey Allah and the Messenger (Muhammad), then they will
be in the company of those on whom Allah has bestowed His Grace, of
the Prophets, the Siddiqun (those followers of the Prophets who were
first and foremost to believe in them), the martyrs, and the righteous.
And how excellent these companions are!

In the. above verse the word Shuliadd' could be rendered either as
'witnesses' or as 'martyrs'. Whichever of the renditions we choose one important
thing is that the word is used lo refer to those who 'witnessed' or 'were present'
at the various battles between the believers and the non-believers, otherwise
known martyrs (especially those that died in the course of such battles).

There is a great deaJ of the Prophetic Traditions in which the words
Sltahid, SllIllwdii' and even the noun form Shahidan appear, each carrying the
meaning 'marlyr(s)' and 'martyrdom' respectively. In fact, their use in the
l ladith always comes unambiguously denoting 'martyr(s)'. One can say that the
interpretation of the Qur'anic verses where the words appear to mean 'martyr'
came from the Prophet himself. Quoting just one of such Ahadith here would
suffice:

Narrated Anas bin Malik: The Prophet (SAW) said, "Nobody who
enters paradise likes to go back to the world even if he got
everything on the earth, except a Mlljahid (martyr) who wishes to
return to the world so that he may be martyred ten times because of
the dignity he receives (from Allah). 12

Forms of Martyrdom
Under this section we would like to examine the forms of martyrdom recognized
in Islamic literalure. This could be understood vis-a-vis the concept of jihiid in
Islam. Since it is death' through jiluid (war against the infidels) that qualifies one
to be called a Sltahid or martyr, we shall attempt to look at the two forms of jihiid
in the viewpoint of Islam. But the concept of marlyrdom in Islam goes beyond
death by those two forms of jiltad as we shall explain later. ,

One of the two types of Jihiid is al-liluid ai-Akbar, which is ~Itr~vingin the
cause of Allah against oneself and surrendering, one's wishes for His (Allah's).
The other one is al- Jihiid al- Asghar, which is participating in physical war in the
cause of Allah. Whoever dies in the process of the latter i..e.war against infidels,
is referred to as a martyr (SI/allld).
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A distinction should however be drawn between the practitioners of the'
first form of Jihad and those of the second. The first form requires some
obligatory duties as assigned by Allah like regular observance of Salat, goodness
to parents, Ramadan fasting, seeking for knowledge of God and even constancy
in the recitation of the Qur'an. It is a common belief in Islam that whoever
engages in these and refrains from the prohibitions of the Almighty Allah is sure
to atlain a higher degree in Paradise.P This form of [iltiid is otherwise known as
Jiluui al-Nafs i.e. jihad of self-restraint or a war, which one wages against his
lustful desires.

It should be mentioned that, although Prophet Muhammad called this
type of Jihad the "greaLest Jihad", whoever dies in its process is not generally
designated as a Shohid. And so he has 110 legal status to be treated as such
jurisprudentially.

On the other hand, in spite of the fact that the physical war against the
infidels is regarded as at- JlIuM al-Asghar (lesser Jilu1ti), those who are killed In the
process are commonly designated as Shuhada' or martyrs.

According to the practice of the Prophet, whoever dies at the war front his
corpse should not be washed, as he is already pure. The Jallazah (funeral) prayer
shou Id be said over him and he should be buried in the same clothes he WOIe
with the blood-stain.t! This is because, in the Prophet's explanation, "the wounds
received by a Shahid in the process of a Jihad become red like blood on the Day of
Judgement, and shine and smell of Musk". 15

The Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam summarizes the other privilegesfhat
await a Shahid in the Hereafter as followers: .

~ 'He will escape the examination in the grave by the "interrogating angels" called
Munkar and Nakir.' It is a corn on belief in Islam that every soul that passes on
will be subjected to interrogations by these two angels. Only Muslims who die as
martyrs would be exempted.

~ 'He will not need to pass through the "Islamic purgatory" barzakh.' The barzakh is
described as a very tiny line that serves as a bridge over which every soul shall
cross afler death. It is said to be situated on top of the Hell-fire, while at its other
end is tile Paradise; one cannot gel to the Paradise without passing through the
dreaded barzakh.

-> JRe will be in tile most beautiful abode in Paradise.' This is based on one Hadith
of the Prophet who is reported to have declared that he saw in a vision the most
beautiful abode in the Paradise, i.e. Oar ai-Sltuhada' (Martyrs' Abode). This has
been understood to mean "martyrs receive the highest of the various ranks in
Paradise, nearest the throne of God ... 'f

I t.

~ 'He will not require the intercessionof the Prophet.' It is also reported that in a
later Hadith, the Prophet stated that they (martyrs) will Intercede for other
people.w , .'.

'. • - • ' •• 0;;' "~ -
-,

-, . '. ....\.. .

Lastly, it is ~eported that the Prophet said that; ~~ ,~j'hs"toIilnl:i!fed bya
martyr would be forgiven except his debt. Debt,. according Islamic jurists, ','
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includes any act of injustice he committed against fellow human being like
murder case, illegal confiscation of properties and so on.l?

As we have earlier observed, the concept of martyrdom is beyond the idea
of dying during war with the non-believers. Sayyid Stiliiq in his Fiqh al-SUnllaIl18

mentioned a Hadith reported by Abn Hurayrah that the Prophet asked his
companions sometime:

"Whom do you regard as a mar yr among you". They
replied: "Oh Apostle of Allah, whoever is killed in the
cause of God is a martyr". He said: "Then martyr~ of
my community are few": They asked: "Then who are
they, Oh Apostle of God? He replied: "He who is
killed in the cause of God is a martyr. Whoever dies
during an act of obedience to God is a martyr. He
who dies of plague is a martyr: Whoever dies of
abdominal disease is a martyr. Someone that dies
through drowning is a martyr". Muslim relates this.

In addition, the Prophet in other narrations also categorizes as martyrs
those who die accidentally by falling from high objects, through collapsed
building, as a result of burns suffered fror fire accident, through pneumonia
disease and women who loose their lives through child delivery.'?

These other 'martyrs', though so designated, are not 'real' martyrs. And
Islamic scholars have attempted to explain or, say, .clarify the situation. They
maintain that the last category of martyrs i.e. those that die not by being killed in
the cause of war but by natural accidents, as mentioned above, will receive the
"reward of martyrs" in the Hereafter. But, here in this world, they will be have
their corpses ritually washed and the funeral prayer said over them.

This, they further explain means that there are three categories of martyrs
in Islam.

I. Martyr in this world and the Hereafter, that is he who is killed in a battle
wilh the non-believers.

ii. Martyr in the Hereafter, not to be so legally treated in this world; they are
the just menlioned ~roup of people and, Martyr in this world not in the
Hereafter, that is he who participat d in a war against the infidels but
cheaLed others in the division of war booty and hence, was killed, and he
who is killed from the back without him knowing tile killer.20

3. Aspirations to Martyrdom
To aspire to be martyr is not un-Islamic. It is eren considered to be an act of
worship (,fl1ariall) to the Almighty Allah. This, like other aspects of worship in
Islam, requires one lo be Muslim who knows who Allah is and the purpose of
worshipping Him. This would enable him to appreciate his actions since Allah
llimself wants 111{111 to know Him before he worships Him.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
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To determine to engage in fight (Jihad) in the cause of Allah with one's
possessions and soul is though a commandment?' from Allah, it is nonetheless a
very great task to engage in. It requires a lot of sacrifice and strong faith. There is
however a seeming confusion of a resolve to become a martyr for a suicide bid;
this could be resolved if one sees martyrdom as a divine exercise embarked upon
towards man's ultimate goal, as different from a suicide bid pursued as a result
of life's frustration. While Islam supports and allows the former, it abhors the
latter and even considers it a heinous sin22, which may attract no forgiveness.

The Holy Prophet Muhammad (SAW), in a HadWI23 narrated by Abu
Hurayrah, wished to be a martyr. Also Umar bn al-Khattab, the secoad Caliph in
Islam wanted to be a martyr. This is to show the importance and the 1\1

immeasurable benefits attached to mz v'vrdom.
In seeking for martyrdom however, one has to let his intention be for the

sake of Allah alone as any attempt to fight a constituted authority, either for
political consideration or for other purposes than Allah's is at variance with Ole
purpose and spirit of Jihad. Although islam is not against any aspiration based on
politics, it does so with a proviso that the intention is to put a purely Islamic
government in place.

IUs in view of all the above that we would like to advise Muslim Youths
the World over to stop killing one another for politically motivated or, even
religious reasons. It should be remembered that there have been quite a number
of intra- as well as inter-religious conflicts in this country (Nigeria) that were
caused by less fundamental issues. One wonders whether those that die in the
course of such conflicts could be categorized as martyrs or those who commit
suicide.

4. The Rewards of Martyrdom .r: '..

Any deed performed by human being is not forgotten and not lost, it rather goes
into the book of reckoning and has to be rewarded be it good or bad. Should it be
good, the doer is lucky as it attracts rewards manifold. If on the other hand, it is
bad, he is too unlucky as Allah's punishment could be too serious and
unbearable to human beings. However, in His magnanimily and kindness, Allah
leaves the percentage of punishment at par with the offence committed. The
Holy Qur' an states: .

t.t J ~'I14~46--*-.t4-Jl.L.' ~ Ujlj 411:>' lY ~46-A

6J.- .\11, "i r-A.J L,.....t.."il (jJ.H ~

He that does good shall have ten time as much as his credit. And
he that does evil shall only be recompensed according to his evil.
No wrong shall be done unto them. 24

h

Allah in His love for His creatures shows mercy in order to encourage them
to love to do good always. This is general to all kinds of goodness that attract
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immeasurable rewards. Among those that attract specific rewards is dying in the
cause of Allah. The Qur'an asserts:

UJ- .~ Jl.....~

And if you are slain in the cause of Allah or dead,
forgiveness and mercy from God are far better than all they
could arnass.>

The position to occupy by the martyr in the hereafter and immediately after his
death is eminenllt is beautifully described by Allah in the Qur'an thus:

~-.J ~ 'lr~.1 JoT 1..:11."....' .t...lll J,a. ,,...i ,.".tt.! U:f:WI ~:U1 II' i~-1

~~_ Wy':,! :ll~ -1••.1 14! (>-4 iill ~l:iI9- ~ ~.;-! *UJ!JJ-:I
*0..,.J~ r---A~-1Mll " u~ 'il ~f-iU. (>-4 ~ '-1i,l J ~

Think not of those who are slain in God's way as dead. Nay,
lhey live, finding their sustenance in the presence of their
Lord. They rejoice in the bounty provided by God and with
regard to those they left and who have not yet joined them
have nothing to fear or to regret, rejoicing in Allah's grace
and bounty Allah will not deny the faithful their reward.P

The Prophel Muhammad (S.A.\,y) corroborated the above Qur'anic verses on the
position of martyrs with Allah in some of his traditions (Hadith), He mentioned various
forms of rewards that await the martyrs in the grave and on the day of Resurrection,
some of theses have been mentioned above.

Conclusion
From the foregoing we have been able to establish that the concept of martyrdom

in Islam is wider than most people think. All the forms of martyrdom treated in this
paper indicate how great is Allah's mercy on mankind, particularly the believers. In
other words the reward and privileges that await those who are referred to as martyrs
in Islam, be it 'real' martyrs or those who die through nau al occurrences mentioned
above are great. While a Muslim may be encouraged to aspire to attain martyrdom, he
or she should also be cautioned to deeply consider the cause for which he wants to
sacrifice his life.

,
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23. AI-BukharI, op. cit. no. 54.

24. Qur'an 6: 160.

25. Qur'an 3: 157.

26. Qur'an 3: 169 -172.
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